
THE MONTEVERDE RAIN FOREST A WORLD

From Panama to Pakistan, Cambodia to Costa Rica, cloud forests â€” whose Spanish name is bosque nuboso â€”
cover some 1% of global woodlands.

The sky essentially comes down to the forest, enabling you to actually walk through the clouds â€” especially
when you take a canopy tour on a suspension bridge. We were leaving Santa Elena in the morning when the
skies were blue, and only 30 minutes later, when we arrived at the entrance, we were in the cloud, and the mist
was dampening our faces. Birds include the three-wattled bellbird, bare-necked umbrellabird, keel-billed
toucan, long-tailed manakin, and resplendent quetzal. Where: We stayed at a number of mid-range hotels,
ranging from the lush grounds and comfortable rooms at Arenal Manoa in La Fortuna to more simple
mountain-lodge style dwellings at Hotel Heliconia in Monteverde and even shipping containers repurposed as
rooms at El Faro in Manuel Antonio. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. The importance of
outreach cannot be overstated. Cloud forests also tend to host a large number of endemic species, as their
unique climates and specialized ecosystems create habitats that are not found anywhere else on Earth. How to
reach this amazing destination. Let's get soaked! Different species of animals crawl out from their hidings, and
your guide will be able to point out all of them and describe their behavior in their natural habitat. Not your
average jungle trek. Their leaves become smaller, thicker and harder with increasing altitude. Climate change
rarely leads the news agenda and left untended will likely claim cloud forest among its very first casualties.
They benefit from consistent cloud cover, which causes a slower rate of evaporation and in turn provides
plants with a wealth of life-giving moisture. Common examples include lichens, orchids, and bromeliads, all
of which are abundant in Monteverde, Costa Rica. In other places in Costa Rica, we had a feeling that
wherever we look, there is a monkey hanging on a tree or a frog on a leaf, but here in Monteverde no matter
how slowly we walked with our eyes open, we could not see a thing. We took the first bus in the morning,
returned at 11 AM and had enough time during this time slot to explore all the trails in the park without a
guide. Hikes through the reserves allow tourists to see, smell, and even touch the interior of these jungles.
There are over species of mammals, species of birds, and 1, species of amphibians and reptiles living within
its bounds. Maintained by the Monteverde Conservation League MCL , this protected area started with
Swedish school children raising money to purchase and protect parcels of threatened wilderness. Dry days in
the forest have quadrupled in the last four decades, averaging over days a year since  The forest was dark,
quiet, the cloud above us was dripping with moist, moss and plants were growing everywhere around and
from time to time, we could hear birds in the distance. Read More:. Seeing this first hand convinces visitors
that Monteverde Cloud Forest is one of the healthiest, most vibrant centres of biodiversity. Who calls this
cloud forest home? It was one of the first reserves in the country to be directly controlled by the local
community as opposed to a government agency , and is an excellent example of what people can do to both
preserve and learn from their immediate environment. There is also an option to book a night tour. We opted
to visit the cloud forest independently, the same way we did in Manuel Antonio National Park , but this time
we were not that lucky and spotted 'only' Quetzal Birds. Dangling roots and vines sweep across the trails,
while the sounds of birds and other creatures echo throughout the forest. Its acres ha hosts trails ranging from
miles km in length, as well as an observation tower that affords fantastic views of the Arenal Volcano on days
that it is clear.


